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Editor’s Comments
I announced this month my resignation from the CRRC
board. My wife’s health has deteriorated considerably over
the last several months and she now needs constant care. I am
afraid to leave her alone because her dementia has gotten
much worse. I will continue to do our newsletter though, for
as long as I can.
This newsletter has some great articles this month.
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Please review the Club News on page 2 and the President’s Comments on page 3 for an update on all the current
issues your club is facing.
The Cincinnati Museum Center is showing the Cinemax
“Rocky Mountain Express” show on Fridays and Saturdays
at 8:00pm during November and December if you haven’t
seen it or would like to see it again.
Please enjoy Holiday Junction again, and any of the other
train displays in our area this holiday season. While you are
at it make it a safe one.
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Cincinnati Railroad Club News
November 8, 2019
By Randy Krumm

PROGRAMS AT FUTURE MEETINGS
December 5th

Weber Goes Digital with his B&W Negatives! 1960s and up, Club Trips and More.
Presenter:
Mike Weber

January 9th (2nd Thu) Chesapeake Ohio & Southwestern Railroad. A link in C. P. Huntington's plan to build
a transcontinental railroad. CO&SW ran between Louisville, Kentucky and Memphis,
Tennessee via Paducah, Kentucky. It later became the Illinois Central line in Kentucky
and today is Paducah & Louisville track. The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad (later railway) was not supposed to end at Louisville, Kentucky, but at Memphis, Tennessee.
Presenter: Charles Bogart
February 6th

TBD – Can YOU do a program on this date? Please contact Mike Weber!

March 5th

Cincinnati New & Old. Presenter: Chris Mayhew

April 2nd

Texas & Virginia in the 70s & 80s. Presenter: Jim Mixter

May 7th

EL, PC, Conrail, Lehigh and More! Presenter: Dave Michaels

TRIPS & EVENTS
December 7th

Our “traditional” December Streetcar Ride and Lunch: We’ll meet shortly before
Noon at the Washington Park station. This station is on Race Street near the southeast
corner of Washington Park, which is the intersection of Race and 12th streets. We will
ride most of the streetcar route, and get off right in front of Harvest Pizzeria for lunch.
After lunch, we will re-board the Streetcar for the short ride back to Washington Park,
completing the full route. Harvest Pizzeria is directly opposite Findlay Market, so if
you would like to check out the Market and/or surrounding area after lunch and return to
Washington Park via Streetcar at your leisure, that will be an option.

MEMBER NOTES
We are sorry to advise you that Lisa Nordloh wrote to inform us of the passing of her husband, Lee Nordloh.
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President’s Comments
By Chris Mayhew
Fellow Cincinnati Railroad Club members, as cool fall weather turns to cold winter, the holiday season beckons.
Ahead of Cincinnati Museum Center's Holiday Junction, the club has successfully placed a temporary display of memorabilia in Tower A. The Museum Center has opened Tower A from noon to 4 pm each Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.
Some of our club members have taken the Museum Center's volunteer training and will be up in the tower greeting people
and answering questions.
We are in the midst of talks with Museum Center administrators about the potential lease of the former library space
and a small storage room space in Tower A. No decisions have been made by the board yet, and more details about access
and the total cost still need to be answered. If the club pursues this opportunity, I feel this would be a chance to give members some access to our photo collections and some of our other holdings that are locked away from view. Having space
for our materials could also provide some opportunities for the club. While the rooms are in Tower A, it would not mean
we could have large gatherings in Tower A unless the club separately rented that space for a day. I see the biggest plus for
leasing those small spaces as having a presence in Cincinnati Union Terminal that could potentially lead to an even greater
presence for the club at CUT one day. My question for all members is, do you want to return to Tower A/Cincinnati Union
Terminal one day? Please email me. Chris.mayhew611@gmail.com if you have thoughts on this issue.
On Harmony Lodge, the club's board is awaiting some additional news soon that will provide some additional insight
into whether continuing monthly membership meetings there is a possibility beyond the Jan. 9, 2020, meeting. This meeting will be a second Thursday to avoid being the day after the New Year's Day holiday. The board has agreed to book the
Erlanger Branch of the Kenton County Public Library for February's meeting if needed. The hope is this will not be needed.
I also regret to share the news that Jack Clock has decided to step down from the board. Jack will continue to direct his
attention and efforts into being the editor of Headlights & Markers, a position he has done a tremendous job in. Mike Rief
was appointed to fill the remaining one-year of Mr. Clock's term on the board.
Best wishes for a great railroad-filled and warm holiday season.

Chris Mayhew

Cincinnati Museum Center has opened Tower A to the public for Holiday Junction. The Cincinnati Railroad
Club a select few display items that were placed in two display cases that lock. Chris Mayhew and Dennis
Teagle brought the items and placed them in the displays. Scott Gampher, associate vice president for collections and preservations secured the display cases (which are on temporary loan) for the club. Mr. Gampfer
locked the items in the cases. The items in the display cases can be switched out if we desire, and we can improve the display memorabilia as well. Tower A will be open fron noon to 4pm each Friday, Saturday and
Sunday during holiday junction. See additional photo on back cover.
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Railfan’s Diary
The Canadian, Dash 2 or A Return Domestand—Part 1
Submitted By Jim Mixter
Tuesday, March 19, 2019, found me on United Airlines, my favored way to get to and from train trips, because my million miles (mostly paid for by the employer I retired from) entitle me to a free checked bag, free
extra coach legroom, and upgrade to first class if there is space. There was no first class seat for me today, but
arrival into Toronto was on time. After one of the longest major airport walks on the continent, from the small
plane terminal to the main terminal, for $6.20 Canadian (the fare for a “personne agee,” which roughly translates to “aged person”), I was comfortably settled into a seat aboard the Union-Pearson Express from Pearson
Airport to Toronto Union Station. The DMU (Diesel Multiple Unit) had a Budd RDC feel but was quieter and
featured free Wi-Fi. The sky was clear, with a few high clouds, and I was riding rails, as I would for five consecutive days. While Lolly had joined me for a similar trip a year ago, this time I was solo, riding on what
Chris Haines would classify as a “Kitchen Pass.”
I spent the midday capturing a few images inside the stately Union Station and then walking west to see
what I could get from a bridge over tracks approaching the station. While I hit a a long gap in Via action,
there were quite a few Go Transit trains and Union Pearson Expresses. Today’s eastbound Canadian arrived
early from Vancouver, but I didn’t see it and discovered later that it arrives from east of the station. And, why
do you suppose Via’s flagship was early today, when it usually is many hours late, even after eight hours was
added to its schedule in recent months? Well, you may recall that last year I rode the train with a group called
“The Moonlighters,” which consists largely of current and retired railroaders and transportation journalists;
CN did its best to avoid stubbing a public relations toe and got us to Toronto early. Today’s train carried this
year’s eastbound Moonlighters and had enjoyed concierge treatment from Canadian National dispatchers.
After lunch in an underground mall, I went to Via’s first class lounge to meet up with the Moonlighters,
some having arrived off the eastbound (the group had numbered about 100), some who were gathering to ride
westbound (a group which would number about 65), and some being eight-night round-trippers (about ten-wow!) While the westbound Canadian would not leave until 22:00 hours (10 PM to Americans and nonmilitary personnel), an afternoon outing to the offices of Rapido (model) Trains, Inc. had been arranged by its
owner for interested Moonlighters. And what better transport for the group than a 1960’s-era GM bus, of the
type I knew in Cincinnati as a “Dreamliner” and known in Canada as “New Look.” It was also known as
“Fishbowl,” due to its large, bulging front windshield. The vehicle was in great condition, having been maintained in Calgary in semi-retirement by the manager of the local transit operation before Rapido’s owner purchased it. We were made very welcome at Rapido, given a number of T-shirts with CP, CN, and other logos,
and we were shown the wide selection of models Rapido offers as well as the trackage on which prototypes
models are extensively tested. Rapido arranges for manufacturing in China, which is the only place with labor
costs low enough to make highly-detailed model train equipment affordable for the mass market. We noticed
N-Gauge Via passenger cars mounted at angles on each room’s door frames; these were mezuzahs, which contain passages of the Torah and are a Jewish tradition. I asked if any were for sale, as I have a Jewish daughter,
and the owner told me, no, they just use cars they can’t sell for one reason or another! It was a great visit,
capped off by a Chinese meal in a nearby mall.
Around 21:30, the Canadian boarded, and I noted its wonderful all-Budd stainless steel consist: F40’s 6434
and 6428, baggage-dorm 8604, coach 8143, Skyline Dome 8502 (serving meals to coach passengers), dining
car Acadian, Skyline Dome 8515 (diner and dome added due to longer consist for Moonlighters), sleepers
Franklin Manor, Bayfield Manor, Craig Manor, Lorne Manor, Butler Manor, Drummond Manor, Wolfe Manor, Christie Manor, Monck Manor, Mackenzie Manor, Skyline Dome 8500, dining car Empress, sleeping cars
Chateau Closse (in dormitory service), Chateau Cadillac, Chateau Varennes, (the latter two cars rebuilt to
Prestige Class with six suites featuring queen beds, private showers, an oversize window, and mini-bar refrigerators), and dome lounge observation Kootenay Park (whose three bedrooms and one drawing room have
been rebuilt into two Prestige suites.) After getting some night images of our train nicely framed by nearby
office buildings and the CN Tower, I moved my luggage into Roomette 4 of Car 110 (the “ten-car”, one of
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 4)
several such cars in the winter consist of the Canadian, which I had specified a room in so as to be closest of
the regular cars to the Park dome-observation) and headed for a dome seat in Kootenay Park to enjoy our departure from Toronto. This train had conveyed the eastbound Moonlighter group into Toronto, and since our
train had fewer passengers, several of the sleepers were “blanked” (carried no line numbers) but had been left
in their position in the consist. I am guessing that most of the Canadian’s equipment is maintained in Vancouver, so cars were being ferried back there. The two diners and all of the Skyline cars were staffed, so most
everyone got their preferred dinner seating and would have good access to snacks and drinks all day.
Complimentary champagne and hors d’oeuvres added to the pleasure of riding perhaps the nicest car in regular service IN THE WORLD through the Toronto suburbs and into The Shield, the wooded and rolling lake
region of Canada we would traverse for the next day or so. Soon it was Standing Room Only in the dome
(though with four domes in the consist, empty seats were no doubt available elsewhere. We passed a westbound freight and two eastbounds; CN dispatching was favoring us as it had today’s eastbound, likely in deference to the Moonlighters. (As I compose this, in mid-August, today’s Canadians are both about 5 hours late
midway in their journeys.) Moonlighters renewed acquaintances and enjoyed the ride. As mentioned in my
prior article, the reasons for the Moonlighters traveling include enjoying dome riding with moonlight, avoiding
the summer crowds (though creating their own crowd!), and getting lower winter fares. Bill Schafer, retired
from Norfolk Southern, picks the dates based on when the moon will be full, alerts those interested, and then
each person makes their own travel arrangements. When its regular consist fills, Via maintains a waiting list
and adds a car when it can be fully booked, and it adds a dining car and extra domes as needed based on total
passenger count.
After a gin and tonic nightcap, I went through the time-honored process of converting my Roomette 4 into
nighttime configuration. While the foot end of the bed is narrower than the rest of the bed, and a slender person could remain in the room while lowering the bed, it is more comfortable to step into the aisle when pulling
the bed down. But, since one can’t easily change into night attire once the bed is down, filling the room, and
modesty precludes going into the aisle scantily clothed (or not clothed at all), Budd provided a curtain on the
aisle side of the door. The proper (but not necessarily intuitive) procedure is to zipper the curtain closed while
still dressed, close the door from inside the room, change into night attire and use the sink and toilet, open the
door, back out into the aisle inside the curtain, pull down the bed (covering the toilet and locking the sink in its
stowed position--designers didn’t want the sink used as a nighttime urinal...), climb into the bed (which now
nearly fills the room), and close and lock the door. In the morning, you simply do all these steps in reverse
order. My height of about 6-2 is a bit longer than a roomette bed; as I curled up, I found myself wondering if
the beds in double bedrooms (such as Lolly and I occupied last year) might be a bit longer than those in roomettes.
Wednesday brought good weather, a good breakfast on linen, a hot shower with plenty of water (one of four
lower/upper berth “open sections” in each Via sleeper have been converted to a shower room), and several
freights during the morning. CN is fairly busy east of Winnipeg, but its heaviest traffic is west of Winnipeg,
and that is where the Canadian’s timekeeping usually goes to heck. I enjoyed getting at least a year’s “fix” of
traditional Budd long distance equipment in the service it was built for. My lunch was salad, a pulled pork
sandwich, and dessert. The Canadian’s dining car menu changes each day, and each meal features several entree options; meals are complimentary for sleeping car patrons. None of the “contemporary dining” nonsense
Amtrak “tested” on the Lake Shore Limited and Capitol Limited and is rolling out to all eastern trains this fall
(despite the fact that no one likes it)! Downstairs in the rear-most Skyline car from 3:30PM to 5:00PM was
“Railway Talk,” with several narrated slide shows. Wine tasting followed upstairs, and then came dinner, for
which I selected prime rib, which is one of the Canadian’s best offerings. Then it was back to a dome seat for
some conversation and watching signals change. To provide a bit of variety from riding in a dome, I bellied up
to the downstairs bar in the Park car for more conversation and several drinks before turning in. This had been
just another tough day enduring rail travel!! Have you gotten the idea by now that travel on the Canadian with
the Moonlighters is something not to be missed? If not, why not?
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 5)
If weather is clear on a Moonlighter trip, one can see sunset and moonrise, or sunrise and moonset, at the
same time. To enjoy the latter, when Thursday dawned clear, I rose at 6:45AM and headed to the nearest
dome. The moon set in front of us, and the sun rose behind us, and then I headed to “Empress” (diners built
for the Canadian are named for lakes in Canada) for a hearty breakfast of waffles and sausage. It was a very
pleasant second morning on the Canadian. We reached Winnipeg at 08:00, on time, for a two-hour stop.
About an hour is needed to service the train, and the additional time is available for make-up time in the event
of delay. The platform and train are closed from 8:30 to 9:30; I headed into town to buy some Mountain Dew
and then headed back to the station to acquire a Via souvenir or two. This accomplished, I hiked up to the
front of the train, no small task since my car was about 16 back in the train. I got some nice front-on images,
and fellow Moonlighters used my camera to take one of me posing in front of the power before I hustled back
to my roomette just as the crew was buttoning up the train for departure. As I went to stow my purchases, I
realized I had set the bag down at the front of the train during photography, and the stuff was still there!!
When I darted down the car steps, I noticed baggage and passengers were still loading up front, so I sprinted
forward just time to retrieve my items and board the coach as the train departed. My exercise for the day!!
As noted last year, traffic west of Winnipeg is double or more the amount east of that city, as a huge flow
to/from the US traverses the CN west of the city. A Moonlighter who had ridden eastward reported there had
been 165 freight meets and overtakes this year, 30 more than on 2018’s trip. The freight count just west of
Winnipeg is 40-50 per day, on single track railroad with passing sidings, some of which are too short to fit today’s longer freight trains. Five had passed while we were in Winnipeg, two left westbound ahead of us, and I
counted at least 20 meets before the cocktail and dinner hour. This is railroading!! Lunch was a well-prepared
Bison burger and a delicious maple and chocolate dessert. We were an hour and 45 minutes late by Rivers in
the mid-afternoon. We noted that the new three-light signals are replacing searchlight signals as is occurring
throughout North America.
As he did last year, Rod Case gave a thought-provoking presentation on the state of the industry and expected trends. He pointed out that the key to the future of rail freight transportation is accommodating growth
at a lower cost. Increasingly, cost is for information and technology rather than hardware, and railroads are
not used to this. Autonomous vehicles are coming, and the point of entry for trucks will be the platooning of
trucks (with a driver in the lead vehicle.) On the other hand, driverless trains are not a panacea for railroads;
the rails need to squeeze out costs besides just manpower and improve service to customers. Rod’s assessment
is that only 25% of potential railroad cost savings are in manpower. Rail tonnage share will likely fall, especially as coal declines, and truck ton-miles will double. Rail needs to grow its share of lighter, time-sensitive
freight. Adding to competitive pressure, electric-powered trucks are coming, and initially, they probably
won’t pay any highway-related fuel taxes, though over time, user fees are likely to go up for trucks to pay for
highway wear and tear. A key challenge area: only 7% of railroad cars are typically moving in trains at any
given time, while the rest sit idle. There was a lot to digest from his presentation—the phrase “drinking from a
fire hose” came to mind. The main point is that rails have drastically improved their financial performance as
they have rationalized their infrastructure (doing the same with less), but now they must find a way to capture
growth in such a way as to make money while growing their business (doing more at a manageable cost.)
Before dark we passed the eastbound Canadian, which, while shorter than our train, was still impressive—
two units, two deadhead cars, baggage, two coaches, the coach-passenger Skyline dome, five sleepers, dining
car, a Skyline for sleeping car passengers, sleeper serving as dorm, Prestige sleeper, and the Park Car. My
dinner selection was trout, and our various meets had made us four hours late, but few among us cared. We
had been advised to not book same-day connections out of Vancouver, so the four hours meant 10PM arrival
rather than 6PM, which would mean an extra dining car meal!! The evening’s entertainment was provided by
Mike McLellan (a senior NS manager) and his son Roark who played guitar for several hours in the Park car’s
observation room. Afterwards, some dome riding watching signals change, and then sleep came easily.
(Part 2 will be continued next Month)
(See photos on Pages 7-10)
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(Railfan’s Diary...Continued from Page 6)

Toronto Union Station interior
and exterior-They build them big
in Canada.

GM of Canada New
Look/”Fishbowl” Bus.

(Continued on Page 8)
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 7)

Via’s Canadian ready to depart
Toronto—with today’s high
ASA/ISO image sensors, you
can hand hold night images.

Coffee in the dome at dawn—
only thing finer will be
breakfast in the diner!

Skyline dome cars—kitchen/bar
counter under the dome, with
tables fore and aft. First one in the
consist serves coach passengers
meats and beverages, those further
back provide bar service for
sleeping car passengers.
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 8)

Afternoon wine tasting featuring
Canadian wines; Moonlighter
coordinator Bill Schaffer shown
at right with his wife Linda.

Second Morning sunrise east of Winnipeg.

Winnipeg Union Station—I told
you they built them big in Canada.

(Continued on page 10)
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 9)

Well-maintained F-40’s
soldier on for Via.

Good looking trainset in Saskatoon.

Making meals and serving them
the old-fashioned way.

(Railfan’s Diary-Part 2, to be
continued next month.
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Riding in a C&O caboose—RPCX 3160
By Charles H. Bogart
When Jim Corbett announced that his caboose would be available for Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Historical Society members to ride in on Wednesday, July 31, 2019, during the 1:00 PM run of the Lebanon, Mason
& Monroe Railroad (LM&M) excursion train, Mary Ann and I made plans to ride with Jim in his caboose.
This caboose ride would mark the kickoff of the C&OHS 50th Anniversary Conference being held in Cincinnati. Power for the train would be C&O 5704, a GP7. C&O 5704 had been ordered in 1947 by the Pere Marquette Railroad. However, before it was delivered, Pere Marquette was absorbed into the C&O, so when 5704
was delivered in 1950, she arrived in C&O paint. Circa 1987, the locomotive was purchased by the Indiana &
Ohio Railroad. She arrived in red paint and numbered 55. In 2018, she was restored to how she looked when
delivered to the C&O. Not only would C&OHS members be able to ride in Jim’s caboose, RPCX 3160, but
raffle tickets would be sold for $10 each for a chance for a cab ride in C&O 5704. Dressed in my C&O conductor’s uniform, I was responsible for selling the cab ride tickets. Surprisingly, only 10 raffle tickets were
sold. Two winners would ride in the cab on the way out and two during the return trip. It seemed that most of
the C&OHS members preferred to ride in the air-conditioned coaches.
Jim’s C&O caboose, RPCX 3160, had started life as C&O 3160. She was built in 1969 by International Car
Corporation as part of a 226 order of extended cupola cabooses. In C&O service, she was listed as a Class C25 caboose. She was sold to Jim in 1995 painted in Chessie colors and got her present paint scheme in 2017.
Formerly stored at the Railway Museum of Cincinnati in Latonia, she was moved to Lebanon in 2014. Her inLunch Bunch and Equipment at Shenandoah, WV, between Harpers Ferry and Martinsburg.
sides have been gutted and fixed up as a RV on railroad trucks. Her “B” end is a bedroom and the “A” end a
kitchen. The conductor and brakeman’s seats were retained in the cupola.
Our train consisted of C&O 5704, RPCX 3160 ex C&O 3160; two ex-Lackawanna coaches 101 and 102;
ex-Army 1379 used as a concession car; ex L&N air-conditioned coach 3200; and Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
Railroad caboose 116. The train was scheduled to pull at 1:00 PM for Hageman Junction, 5.5 miles west of
the LM&M Lebanon Depot. The actual pull was at 1:04 PM, four minutes late. This four-minute late pull is
about par for a tourist railroad operation. Train operations were conducted in the push-pull mode, locomotive
leading when departing the station and pushing when returning. The overall ride lasted 75 minutes.
Amazingly, only one other C&OHS member joined me and Mary Ann in the caboose. He and I each took one
of the cupola seats. Mary Ann remained in the bedroom area talking to Jim’s friend Dottie. Our train ride was
through suburbia and rural settings. We also passed by Nickel Plate 901, a GP30, sitting in a siding. Seeing the
passing sights from a caboose cupola is the way to ride. Our journey to Hagman Junction was over far too
quickly. There we switched our locomotive cab riders and started back to Lebanon. The two former cab riders
climbed into the caboose but were not interested in riding in the cupola. My fellow cupola rider was one of the
two new caboose riders. Therefore I moved from the south side cupola seat to the northside seat and rode back
to Lebanon enjoying that view of the countryside. I still cannot figure out why none of the other C&OHS
members did not want to ride in the C&O caboose’s cupola.

(Continued on Page 12)
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(Riding in a C&O caboose—RPCX 3160, Continued from page 11)

C&O 3160 and RPCX 3160 at Lebanon, Ohio

Nickel Plate 901 as encountered along the line.
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(Riding in a C&O caboose—RPCX 3160, Continued from page 12)

A View of RPCX 3160

The author in his C&O conductor
uniform in front of C&O 5704.
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John Biehn’s
Berkshire
Steam News
Coming?
For August 2019
Contributed
Courtesy
by Father
of Jim Corbett
Dale Peterka
In 1904, the big improvement in steam locomotive design was the 2-8-2 Mikado. The first “Mikes”
arrived on the Northern Pacific in that year. Boasting oversized driving wheels and an oversized firebox,
they were capable of hauling longer trains faster.
The name “Mikado” came as a nickname for the 2-8-2. The first 2-8-2 engines were built for Japan in
1897. “Mikado” was the title of the Japanese emperor. The popular Gilbert and Sullivan opera of the
same name in 1885 made the name a familiar one in Western culture.
Instead of being located above the drivers, the firebox on the “Mike” was behind the drivers. The improved location allowed the firebox to be both wider (for a bigger fire) and lower (for a lower center of
gravity). Allowing the firebox to hang out in midair behind the drivers would have caused the engine to
pitch on uneven track, so a two-wheel trailing truck was added to the design to support the firebox.
The 2-8-2 Mikado was a great success. In the U S, nearly 10,000 were built by the three builders, Baldwin, Alco and Lima. The largest users included the New York Central with 715 locomotives, the Baltimore and Ohio (610), the Pennsylvania Railroad (579), the Illinois Central (565), the Milwaukee Road
(500) and the Southern (435).
But, as the need for larger power increased in the 1920s, some railroads began building larger 2-8-2’s
in their own shops. The larger fireboxes added more weight on the trailing truck. The next logical step
was to add another set of wheels in back for further support. The result was the Alco -built Berkshire.
The new engine had eight drivers, a pair of guide wheels up front, four wheels in back under the onehundred-square-foot firebox.
Testing the new design was done on the Boston & Albany mainline in the Berkshire Mountains, where
the Lima easily outran a Mikado while pulling a consist weighing 600 tons more than the competition.
In all, some nineteen different railroads purchased Berkshires, with the Erie Railroad owning the most,
105; in all, over 600 Berkshires were built by the three largest manufacturers, Alco, Lima and Baldwin.
L&N had 42. Of note regarding the Berkshire Locomotives were the ninety owned by the Chesapeake&
Ohio Railway who called them Kanawha’s (Knaw’s).
Today, two of the Berks still operate; Nickel Plate Road (NKP) #765 and Pere Marquette #1225
(which has become quite famous in recent years as the Polar Express). A third Berk, #765’s sister #763,
owned by short line, Ohio Central, is being restored. Along with these operational Berkshire locomotives
another of Pere Marquette Railway’s survives, as well as four Nickel Plate Berks and thirteen of the
C&O Kanawha’s.
In 1959, one of the Kanawha’s, #2716, was donated to the Blue Grass Museum in Louisville, Kentucky, where it was put on display. In 1981, the engine was borrowed by the Southern Railway and was
restored to service for its steam program.
A year later, the #2716 had firebox failure and was returned to Louisville.
In 1996, the Fort Wayne group borrowed the big Berk and restored it to service. It ran short excursions
in Northern Indiana for a year, then the FRA declared that the engine needed new flues, and the #2716
was retired once again and returned to Louisville.
In July of this year, the #2716 was moved once again, this time to the old L&N shops in Ravenna,
Kentucky, where it is being repaired and restored by the Kentucky Steam Heritage Corporation.
(Continued on Page 15)
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(Berkshire Coming?, Continued from Page 14)

50 years ago, 759 pulled the famous Gold Spike Special from New York to Kansas City. The special
was an excursion to Ogden for the celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the completion of the
transcontinental railroad.
************************************************************************************************

Classic Trains published a special magazine this month featuring “Great Train Stations”. This publication
covered train stations in New York, Chicago, Denver, and more! These passenger terminals were considered
the best during the “golden age of rail travel”. This issue is dated as a holiday 2019 edition for those wanting
to purchase a copy.
This magazine contains considerable detail about these stations, probably more than you would ever want
to know. I received my copy two weeks ago but I have not had the time to read it in detail. It features the
Chicago stations, Grand Central Terminal in New York and Union Station in Washington, DC.
Cincinnati Union Terminal is also listed in this publication. It is listed primarily for it’s unique design and
not for it’s years of service to the community. There are some great photos by Wallace Abbey included.
This issue sells for approximately $15.00. If you are into train travel and the history of passenger travel in
the USA, you might want to consider buying this publication from Kalbach Media. I think it would make an
excellent Christmas gift for any passenger rail fan.

Jack Clock
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December 2019 Meeting
The next regular meeting of the Cincinnati Railroad Club will be held on Thursday December 5, 2019, at
7:30 pm at Harmony Lodge, 646 E. Epworth Ave, Winton Place. The evening’s program will be:
Weber Goes Digital with his B&W Negatives, presented by our very own Mike Weber.

Tower A with people
in it once again. Photo
by Chris Mayhew on
November 9, 2019,
the first weekend of
Holiday Junction.
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